
Title: Research Associate
Industry: Healthcare Practice
https://www.egonzehnder.com/industries/health

Egon Zehnder is one of the world's largest and
most successful consulting firms, focusing on
Executive Search, Leadership Assessment and
Development, and Board Consulting. Founded in
1964, headquartered in Zurich, we have been
present in India for 25+ years.
 
We take a highly specialized approach to finding,
attracting, assessing and developing the world's top
talent. Filling a company's Management and Board
with the right people, and advising them on their
talent needs, requires an understanding of industry
developments, and an appreciation of company
culture and assessment of individual's experience,
competencies and potential. 

We're looking for bright, dynamic and enthusiastic
Researchers to join the Research Team at Egon
Zehnder Knowledge Center India (EZ KCI),
Gurgaon. Established in January 2005, KCI works
in close collaboration with the Global offices of
Egon Zehnder.
To know more about KCI click on this link :
https://showcase.iimjobs.com/v2/rscp-egon-



zehnder-2505.html

The Research Team at KCI is a group of experts
aligned to specific Industry or Functional Practice
that works on with global teams in solving client
mandates. The Researchers provide insights from
internal/external databases, expert perspectives on
industry trend and through their experiences. Most
of the team members come with an industry
specialization (working in consulting or industry
or both) and deliver insights for solving critical
client problems.

Candidate qualifications: 

Potential candidates are people with
experience of 9+ years in Industry,
Consulting or Research with deep knowledge
of the Healthcare Industry at large, its
competitive landscape including the latest
trends
Experience of working on international
engagements in a professional services
environment with an understanding of Global
market
You have a strong academic record, excellent
communication skills, and strong
independent execution capabilities
A self-starter with learning agility, engaging
remotely, thought partnering, critical



thinking, eye for detail, conceptual thinking

Due to high volume, we will only be contacting
applicants who align most closely with our
required qualifications.
 
Egon Zehnder is an Equal Opportunity Employer.


